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Twitter Seen Facing Challenges If Ads Part Of Its Revenue
 Plans
BY PETE BARLAS
INVESTOR'S BUSINESS DAILY
Posted 3/23/2009

A huge Internet success now faces the hard part — making money. This time, its
 timing might not be as good.

The free microblogging service Twitter has passed the first hurdle, attracting many
 users. It reportedly has some 5 million subscribers and its Web site gets more than
 7 million unique U.S. visitors via PC a month — up 1,382% from a year earlier,
 says Nielsen Netview. The Nielsen figure does not include visits made via mobile
 devices. Also, Twitter's raised $55 million from the likes of Benchmark Capital and
 Institutional Venture Partners.

What it hasn't done, yet, is bring in one dime of operating revenue. The 2-year-old
 company reportedly will unveil its plans to make money in April, and analysts say
 the plans will almost certainly, to an extent, include selling ads on its Web pages.

But not only is the recession scaling
 back the once-huge growth of online
 advertising, the fact is that social
 networking sites have not done well
 with ads, most everyone agrees.
 Those that agree include the top
 executives of Google, (GOOG) who
 have publicly lamented their inability
 to sell many ads at partner site
 MySpace.com.

Now come two reports last week that
 throw more cold water on the plans of
 Twitter, a sort of faster e-mail that lets
 users send and exchange short
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 messages called "tweets" within
 seconds. Besides the U.S., it's up and
 running in several offshore markets.

EMarketer cut by half its forecast of
 global ad revenue in 2009 for social
 networking sites, which in addition to
 YouTube include Facebook and
 News Corporation's (NWS) My-
Space.com. It now sees 17% growth,
 to $2.35 billion. It had forecast 34%.

And a separate report by Forrester
 Research says three-fourths of 83
 global Web advertisers plan to spend
 $100,000 or less on social networking
 sites over the next 12 months — far
 less than they plan to spend
 elsewhere on the Web.

Advertisers have become wary of
 social networking sites, which don't help sell products as well as Google search
 ads or ads tied to other content-related Web sites, says Forrester analyst Jeremiah
 Owyang.

"Historically, ads on social networking sites perform very poorly," he said.

And that's not tweet news for Twitter.

Twitter's certainly succeeded in assembling a large audience, but that's only half
 the battle, says Pam Horan, executive director of the Online Publisher's
 Association trade group.

"The question really becomes how they take the next step," she said. "Although it's
 wonderful to amass an audience like this, in the long term their investors are going
 to be looking for a return on their investment, and that is where the rubber meets
 the road."

Twitter didn't respond to several e-mails seeking comment for this story.

While Twitter has some options for generating revenue, analysts say it will try to
 sell ads on its site.

Last week, the Twitter site began featuring a small message below a person's user
 box reminding them to use the company's "widget" service, which lets users'
 "tweet" posts appear on another person's Web site.

To Chris Winfield, president of 10e20, a search marketing firm that helps
 companies advertise online, that house ad has a different purpose.

"It's a precursor to an ad box," he said. "They are probably getting people used to
 having something there (in that space), where they could potentially put an ad."

Others agree.
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"It's a prelude to an ad unit," said Greg Sterling, principal for Sterling Market
 Intelligence. "They are testing it out."

So far, ads haven't worked well on social networking sites. Ads tend to get lost in
 the shuffle. Many users of social networking sites are preoccupied conversing with
 one another and not looking for ads.

Researching and buying products is rarely on the agenda of social networking
 users, Winfield says.

"The problem you have with these sites is that people become kind of ad blind," he
 said.

Forrester's Owyang says that instead of placing a number of individual ads, Twitter
 might opt to find large advertisers that would sponsor big sections of the service —
 and in a way that isn't too obtrusive.

"Twitter could benefit by offering services to brands who want to reach the Twitter
 community," he said.

Twitter must avoid upsetting its users with too many, or the wrong kinds of, ads,
 says OPA's Horan.

"They are going to have to be very careful and thoughtful," she said. "The question
 is: What will this audience tolerate?"

There are also other revenue possibilities.

Companies such as Dell (DELL) have set up Twitter accounts and used them to
 notify customers of special sales available only to Twitter users. Twitter has used
 the prospect of such discounts to help attract new members to its service, but it
 hasn't — yet — gotten any fees from helping a Dell or anyone sell products this
 way, Sterling says.

Is this a revenue opportunity for Twitter? Hard to say, says Sterling.

"It's emerging as an effective marketing platform, but the revenue potential is not
 quite clear," he said.

Many analysts says Twitter will need more than one source of revenue.

One possibility is monthly subscription fees for either the heaviest Twitter users or
 for users willing to pay extra to get the service without any ads, says Danielle
 Leitch, executive vice president of client strategy for MoreVisibility, a search
 marketing firm.

"You have a very wide diversity of people that use that site," Leitch said. "How
 about making them pay to keep tweeting to the volume at which they are?"
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